HOT NEWS!
Business Immigration Expert Lauren Cohen Hits #1 with
‘Finding Your Silver Lining in the Business Immigration
Process’ - Inspiring Those Seeking the American Dream!

Boca Raton, Florida, May 18, 2017—Just a few short years ago, as a new mom limited in her
ability to work and struggling to make ends meet, Lauren Cohen, founder of e-Council Inc.
(http://ecouncilinc.com), took advice from trusted colleagues and friends to find the silver lining
of a whole new career. Today, Lauren’s new book will help you to find your silver lining while
also helping you in pursuing your American Dream.
In her life-changing, must-read book, “Finding Your Silver Lining in the Business Immigration
Process,” attorney and business immigration expert Lauren Cohen shares the wisdom that she
acquired from her own life experiences and industrious lifestyle to help single mothers and
immigrants succeed beyond their dreams. As a single mom herself and
a determined legal enthusiast and immigrant, Lauren found and
unraveled her silver lining through optimism and big-picture thinking,
which she now generously shares. She has turned her own obstacles
around from initial skepticism to pure inspiration and hope. The
Canadian native encompasses her former studies at Toronto’s Osgoode
Hall Law School to seek justice for those fallen victim to gloomy visions of an
uncertain future and helping them to pursue the American Dream.
“As a lawyer, I had big dreams and expected to quickly find amazing
opportunities at every turn in the U.S. However, after experiencing
firsthand the painstakingly complicated U.S. immigration process, and
finally obtaining my Green Card in 2007 at the age of 40, I realized I had
a huge opportunity to help others overcome similar painful experiences.
So I entered the complex, exciting, challenging and often overwhelming field of immigration law.”
Attorney, business owner, and now world-class entrepreneur, Lauren applies her hands-on
diversity of acquired skills, which she explores in the realm of writing—in her new book “Finding
Your Silver Lining in the Business Immigration Process”, set to hit the market. Her maternal care
and diligent roles in business become a tell-all tale as they expose the secrets to uncovering
and exploring one’s own silver lining and American Dream. Finding Your Silver Lining in the
Business Immigration Process is a springboard to your broader immigration plan, which should
include qualified attorneys, accountants, professional business plan writers, and other trusted
advisors. Armed with the foreknowledge you need for a successful application, the likelihood of
achieving your own American Dream is within your reach.

One of the ultimate goals is for Lauren’s book is to fund her new non-profit, Find My Silver
Lining, which is well underway to assist working moms and others that had similar challenges
faced by single parents. Find My Silver Lining will also fund Zevi’s Silver Lining, a program
matching children in need of grandparents with grandparents willing to serve in a mentorship or
similar role, which will be sponsored in affiliation with Ruth & Norman Rales Jewish Family
Services of Boca Raton. Zevi’s Silver Linings is dedicated to the memory of Lauren’s beloved
father, Allan Cohen, who lost his dramatic and painful battle with ALS in 2013.
About Lauren Cohen, Esq.
Lauren Cohen is the Founder of e-Council Inc. (www.ecouncilinc.com), a virtual company
focused on quarterbacking the complex business immigration visa process, particularly EB-5
Immigrant Investor Visas. e-Council Inc. has successfully quarterbacked numerous business
immigration projects and visa applications. Lauren is a noted expert in the business immigration
field and is a globally sought-after speaker, moderator and author. A single working mother
whose mission is to give back and assist others in similar situations by helping them to find their
Silver Lining (FindMySilverLining.com).

Finding Your Silver Lining in the Business Immigration Process can be
purchased by Clicking here to order your copy of Lauren’s #1 Bestseller!
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